
baaleresortgoa.com



 A  Bespoke 
Pool  Vi l la  Resort  

Experience  
In  Arpora -  The Heart  Of  Goa





 The Villa Experience
A treasury of seven fully-serviced artisanal luxury villas,
each with a lush landscaped garden, a Koi filled lily pond,
a private swimming pool, water features and a whirlpool,
Baale creates an energy that assists in a complete
calming of all your senses



Maximizing Your Experiential Stay

/

Fully Equipped And Stocked Kitchen
In-Villa Customized Dining Experiences
24- Hour In-Villa Dining
Personal Chef On Call
Exclusive Butler
Personal Housekeeper
A Luxury Car With Dedicated Chauffer 
Über Luxury Resort In-Room Amenities
Complimentary Unlimited Hi Speed Internet
Private Utility Area
In-Villa Spa Treatments On Call





Soul-Soothing Architecture

The architecture is a marvel of simplicity and the
landscape a tropical paradise. Each area, has its own
charm, with handpicked natural stones and wood. The        
beauty goes deeper than what only the eye can behold.
The predominant architectural materials were imported
to lend Baale the authenticity of a Bali inspired haven





Private pool villas bring you a serene
and tranquil escape awakening an

essence of ‘Susegado’ in you



Each Villa is designed to be strictly
compliant to Vaastu Shastra while

also balancing the Chi factor,
ensuring the wellness of our guests

at all times



 With floor-to-ceiling natural teak
collapsible glazing and handpicked

custom interiors, bask indoors as you enjoy
immersive views of the outdoors



Soak in the exquisite architecture and
artifacts, spread your gaze over 

 seamlessness in interiors and exterior
landscape features and enjoy thoughtful

detailing in every aspect of your stay



Be it a merry family soiree, a curated
barbecue or a romantic intimate

candle-lit dinner - in the dining room,
the villa gardens, or pool deck; our

private chef service provides 
guests an array of dining options 

in the comfort of their villa





With an unending list of quaint spaces,
each villa has its own unique charm, 
but what they all do have is seamless
settings. Get mesmerized as Mother
Nature splashes the sky with sultry

oranges and startling  yellows for the
grandest extravaganza of the Goan Sun







The villas offer four
bedroom or three bedroom options,

whilst transporting you to an ambience
that’s both international and yet true to

its tropical habitat



Enjoy signature private swimming
pools in each villa that are impressively

lengthy with an in built whirlpool,
water features and a pool deck



Mind Body Soul
Enjoy luxury living with breathtaking views of paddy
fields, and a host of wellness and recreational facilities. A
welcome escape, a special haven of privacy, calm and
indulgence where one can lounge lavishly with their
loved ones



The Baale Club  spaces are designed to
allow guests to mingle in seamless

luxury and tranquility



Baale offers a surreal escape
to transcended luxury



For The Epicurean In You
Exciting curation of dining, bar, al-fresco and chef’s
kitchen is sure to tantalize your senses. Watch the chef
conjure magic on your plate. Try the uniquely crafted
cocktails by the mixology experts or the exclusive and
exquisite wines and champagne collection



In The Spotlight



Watch the chefs conjure magic on your plate at
Mandala. A world cuisine restaurant, it offers a
variety from home-style Goan meals to world-

class gourmet delights*



Be it uniquely crafted cocktails by our
mixology experts or new-age wines from

our wine cellar, designed for day or
night, The Gong Bar is a haven for

vibrant gatherings



Be it a small private alcove in the club gardens, a cosy corner
beside the pool, or a candle-lit clearing in the nearby paddy
fields, mesmerizing pre-defined venues set a picture-perfect
backdrop for perfectly hand-crafted artisanal menus created

by our expert Chefs



Personalizing Your Every Moment
Bespoke services allow personal attention to each one of
our guests. From personal in-villa massages, to
personalized menu and even in-villa chefs, attention to
detail is what we do best



Perfectly Accessible
Surrounded by the wonders of coconut palms, lush
green Arpora hills, paddy fields, and a short distance
from the mystical Arabian Sea, Baale makes it’s home in
North Goa. Not too far away from this private haven is
the hustle and bustle of exhilarating Goa and its plentiful
sights, all just 5-15 km away




